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 "; return File.exist?(filename) && File.mtime(filename) >= Time.zone.now.beginning_of_day.to_i end A: I understand that
you want to check if an asset file (mostly video or audio) exists and has been modified in the past 24 hours. It is better to use the
has_changed? method (Ruby on Rails Guide). You need to calculate the last modification time of a file to determine if the file

has been changed in the past 24 hours. asset = Asset.find(path) # if you have an asset model, find the one with the path
asset.file.modified_at = asset.created_at asset.save The file.modified_at time represents the time that the file was last modified.
If the time hasn't changed since asset creation (or creation of the file), asset.file.modified_at is nil. Now you can use File.exist?
and File.mtime to determine if the file exists and has been modified in the past 24 hours. However, because File.mtime returns
the last modification time of a file, you need to use File.atime to check the file's access time instead of File.mtime to check the

last modification time. File.atime returns the last access time of a file. If the file hasn't been accessed in the past 24 hours,
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File.atime returns nil. file = File.atime(filename) # file = File.mtime(filename) # => nil So, if file is nil, you know that the file
has been modified at some point in the past. If it's not nil, you can use File.exist? and File.mtime to check if the file exists and if
it's modified in the past 24 hours. This is quite clear as to what you are trying to do. If you use an ORM, such as ActiveRecord,
for example, you can just check for an updated object in the database with a call to ActiveRecord's find method. # Let's assume
you have an ActiveRecord model, and a location for the file. Asset.find_by_path(path) # If it exists and has been updated within

24 hours, it exists. if asset.ex 82157476af
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